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Meet fifty of the incredible creatures the Octonauts have helped on their adventures in

thisÂ 96-page, full-color sticker activity book!Â From anglerfish to orcas, use the stickers in this book

to add each animalâ€™s ocean zone, diet, and picture (taken by Dashi, of course). Complete with

â€œStrange But Trueâ€• facts and more than one hundred stickers to help you learn all about the

amazing creatures that live in our oceans!
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I'm 50 years old and I love the Octonauts. There, I've said it and I'm glad. This cartoon show is

excellent for children - male and female characters and although the trio of male characters

(Captain Barnacles, Kwazii and Peso) have most of the adventures, engineer and inventor Tweak

and photographer and navigator Dashi provide invaluable service to the team as well (as does

Shellington and Tunip...professor Inkling not so much!) This oversize book covers 50 of the

creatures that the Octonauts have encountered in their adventures. Written very simply, lots of

illustrations...it is a fun read and even adults will feel they have learned about the denizens of the

deep from reading this book. And there are a lot of stickers - mostly of the Octonauts but also of the

creatures covered in the book. Highly recommended.



Great... Except for binding. BUT my daughter didn't care one bit that the pages started falling out.

She ADORES this book, all the pictures, the info, the stickers, etc. We decided to take our "lemon"

and make lemonade. Bought a 3 ring binder and a package of page protector stickers and made a

cool book. You can find the stickers near paper clips at Walmart. They're white circle stickers that

keep the page from tearing. ( can't remember what they're called!) We added all her printed coloring

pages to her binder. Now all her octonaut stuff, Disney Jr online pages, are together. Even added

the cover to the front sleeve of the binder. She shows it and reads it to everyone.

My son is obsessed with the book, but true to the reviews the pages quickly started falling out.

However that was easily fixed for $3.50 at Kinko's. They rebound the book in a few minutes and my

son likes it even better since the pages are easier to turn and now stays open to the page you are

on.

Our girls LOVE anything Octonauts. They love it so much that this is our second purchase of the

Creature Report book. However - I would highly recommend buying the older version of this (from

2013) if you can find one. The older version has many more stickers and a different set-up - on each

'creature' page, the child seeks out several stickers to add to the page - a small picture of the fish, a

sticker for the zone of the sea that the creature is in (sunlight, twilight, midnight) and then the

stickers representing the food the creature eats. This was the part that my 3 year old loved best and

was the main way that she was actively learning when we used this book. She learned a ton from it

and looked forward to completing each page with the needed stickers. There are also several pages

of additional stickers of the creatures themselves and the Octonauts.The new version (this one)

doesn't have any of the 'to do's' that the old one did - and it seems like less pages of stickers. Much

more passive and not as fun for the kids. If they haven't seen the old version, they might not care. I

just ordered a few more copies of the old version, to use when we finish up with this one.

Fabulous book but like everyone else ours fell apart on the first read. Nearly every page just pulled

out - clearly there is an issue with the binding glue.I bought the book anyway because my kiddo is

so enamored with the Octonauts and he loves it. Ignoring the construction problems, it really is a fab

book loaded with creature facts and adorable stickers.To fix the pages problem, like one reviewer

also did, we bought a 3 ring binder and some sheet protectors and "rebuilt" the book for him. He

loves it.



I read all the reviews and was concerned about the book falling apart, but took a chance.

Unfortunately, ours if falling apart also. My 4 year old grandson loves the book, and keeps trying to

put the pages back in the book, but more just fall out. The book content is great. Grandson loved all

the stickers. So for content it would be 5 stars but for book quality 2 starts (a few pages stayed in

the book).

My daughter loves the Octonauts. I bought this for her as a surprise. While the pictures and animal

information is good, the fact that it fell apart the first time we opened it was VERY disappointing.

Why sell a book that is going to fall apart the first time someone opens it? What am I supposed to

do with the 20 pages that have fallen out? Are we supposed to put the pages on our wall as

decorations? I would rather have spent $15 on a book that would actually stay together. Maybe I will

try hot gluing the pages into the book.

My almost three year old loves this book. He has been fascinated with sea creatures for as long as I

can remember. This book is great for learning about sea life but also connects back his memory to

the Octonauts episodes. However, as others have said, the construction of the book is not holding

up for a child's book. By the second time through I noticed pages were loose...shortly thereafter they

started falling out. Since its more of a magazine style book I'm not surprised. That said I'm putting

the pages in sheet protectors in a three ring binder...so we don't lose any creatures. :)
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